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Elspeth Baugh Fireside Room

Ban Righ Hall
Program

Welcome and Opening Remarks

Alan Harrison, Provost
Daniel Woolf, Principal

Teaching Reflections

Anne Godlewska
Department of Geography

Recognition of Teaching Awards Recipients led by the Centre for Teaching and Learning

Closing Remarks

Joy Mighty, Director
Centre for Teaching and Learning
University-Wide Awards

Christopher Knapper Award of Excellence in Teaching Assistance
(Alma Mater Society)
2010/2011 Gabriel Walton, Geological Engineering
2010/2011 Kimi Hamada, English

Frank Knox Award (Alma Mater Society)
2010/2011 Karen Fredrickson, Music
2010/2011 Judith Fisher, Drama

Alumni Award for Excellence in Teaching (Alumni Affairs)
2011 George Bevan, Classics

Chancellor A. Charles Baillie Teaching Award
(Centre for Teaching and Learning)
2010/2011 Brian Frank, Electrical and Computer Engineering

Society of Graduate and Professional Students Teaching Assistant/Teaching Fellow Excellence Award (Society of Graduate and Professional Students)
2010/2011 Niraj Kumar, Biology

Award for Excellence in Graduate Student Supervision
(School of Graduate Studies and Research)
2011 Virginia Walker, Biology
2011 Charles Beach, Classics
Faculty of Applied Science

Applied Science First Year Teaching and Learning Award (Applied Science)
Fall 2010  John Hanes, Geological Sciences and Geological Engineering
Winter 2011  Anthony (Tony) Noble, Engineering Physics and Astronomy

Civil Engineering Teaching Assistant Award (Civil Engineering)
Fall 2010  Eric Martin
Winter 2011  Vanessa Mann

Civil Engineering Teaching Award (Civil Engineering)
2010/2011  Neil Hoult

Electrical and Computer Engineering Teaching Award (Electrical and Computer Engineering)
2010/2011  Il-Min Kim, 2nd year winner
           Abdullah Kumar, 3rd year winner
           Yan-Fei Liu, 4th year winner

Teacher Assistant Award (Electrical and Computer Engineering)
2010/2011  Andrew Dickson, 2nd year winner
           Curtis Layne, 3rd year winner
           Amish Servansing, 4th year winner

Educational Excellence Teaching Assistant Award (Engineering Society)
2010/2011  Gabe Walton, Geological Engineering

Golden Apple Award (Engineering Society)
2010/2011  Kevin Deluzio, Mechanical and Materials Engineering
           Neil Hoult, Civil Engineering

Golden Pillar Award (Engineering Society)
2010/2011  Mining Office Staff:  Kate Cowperthwaite
           Tina McKenna
           Wanda Badger
           ~ 3 ~
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W. A. Gorman Teaching Assistant Award
2010/2011 Geoff Reith, Geological Engineering

Silver Wrench (Mechanical Engineering Club)
2010/2011 Dr. Ronald J. Anderson, Mechanical Engineering

Bronze Wrench (Mechanical Engineering Club)
2010/2011 Frank Secretain, Mechanical Engineering

Faculty of Arts and Science

~ Arts and Science Undergraduate Society ~

W. J. Barnes Teaching Excellence Award for Arts and Science Undergraduate Society
2010/2011 Charles Molson, Mathematics and Statistics
2010/2011 Guy Narbonne, Geological Sciences and Geological Engineering
2010/2011 Jonathan Rose, Political Studies

~ Biology ~

Biology Award for Excellence (Demonstrators)
2010/2011 Andrew Lowles, Biology

Biology Department Student Council Award of Excellence in Teaching
2010/2011 Steve Lougheed, Biology

~ Chemistry ~

David Thomas Teaching Assistant Award
2010/2011 Brenden MacGillivray
Department of Chemistry Award for Excellence in Teaching Assistance
2010/2011  Eric Keske

Din Lal Teaching Assistant Award
2010/2011  Gurpaul Kochhar

Fisher Scientific Teaching Award
2010/2011  Stephen Walker

Graduating Class Award for Excellence in Teaching Chemistry
2010/2011  Richard Oleschuk

Agilent Technologies Excellence in Teaching Assistant Award for 3rd Year Chemistry Laboratory
2010/2011  Shelley McArthur

William Patrick Doolan Award
2010/2011  Julian Kwok

~ School of Computing ~

Excellence in Teaching Assistance
2010/2011  Eric Rapos

Howard Staveley Teaching Award
2010/2011  Nicholas Graham

~ Drama ~

Department of Drama’s Faculty Award of Excellence
2010/2011  Judith Fisher

~ English Department Student Council ~

English Department Student Council
2010/2011  Chris Bongie
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~ School of Environmental Studies Department Student Council ~

School of Environmental Studies Student’s Choice Professor of the Year Award
2010/2011 Steven Moore

School of Environmental Studies Student’s Choice Teaching Assistant Award
2010/2011 Lyn Garrah

~ Gender Studies ~

Gender Studies Teaching Award
2010/2011 Dana Olwan

~ Geography ~

Geography DSC Award for Excellence in Teaching Assistance
2010/2011 Kasey Kathan

Julian Szeicz Award for Excellence in Teaching
2010/2011 Scott Lamoureux

~ History ~

The Department of History Teaching Award for Faculty
2010/2011 Steven Maynard
2010/2011 Tim Smith

The Department of History Teaching Award for Teaching Fellow or Teaching Assistant
2010/2011 Trina Zeimbekis

~ School of Kinesiology and Health Sciences ~

Health Studies DSC Excellence in Teaching Award for Health Courses
2010/2011 Mary Louise Adams
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Physical and Health Education Student Association (PHESA) ‘88 Teaching Award
2010/2011  Bill Sparrow (Activities)
2010/2011  Brenden Gurd (Theory)

~ School of Music ~

School of Music Award for Excellence in Teaching
2010/2011  Stephanie Lind

~ Physics ~

Undergraduate Award for Excellence in Teaching Physics
2010/2011  Geoffrey Lockwood

~ Psychology ~

Graduate Teaching Award in Psychology
2010/2011  Kate Harkness

Teaching Assistant Prize in Psychology
2010/2011  Julia Burbudge

Undergraduate Teaching Award in Psychology
2010/2011  Caroline Pukall, Psychology

School of Business

Commerce ’89 Professor – Student Life Award
2010/2011  David McConomy, Business

Commerce Society Teaching Award
2010/2011  David McConomy, Business
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Executive MBA Instructor of the Year Award
2010/2011  John Moore, Queen’s Executive MBA
2010/2011  Marc Busch, Cornell-Queen’s Executive MBA
2010/2011  Jay Handelman, Queen’s Accelerated MBA

Queen’s MBA Instructor of the Year Award

Faculty of Education

Golden Apple Award
2010-11  Bob McGaughey
          Paul Deir

Rose A. Freeman Memorial Award
2010-11  King Luu
          Peter Bowers

Faculty of Health Sciences

~ Health Sciences ~

Health Sciences Education Award
2010/2011  Michael Adams, Pharmacology

~ School of Medicine ~

Aesculapian Lectureship Award
2010/2011  Conrad Reifel, Anatomy
2010/2011  Michael Sylvester, Family
2010/2011  Michael Adams, Pharmacology
2010/2011  Stephanie Baxter, Ophthalmology
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2010/2011 Sherif El-Delfrawy, *Ophthalmology*
2010/2011 David Lee, *Hematology*
2010/2011 Chris Parker, *Respirology*
2010/2011 Robyn Houlden, *Endocrinology*

**Clinical Skills Teachers in the School of Medicine Award of Excellence in Teaching**
2010/2011 Henry Averns, *Rheumatology, Term 1*
2010/2011 Jim Biagi, *Medicine, Term 1*
2010/2011 Jay Engel, *General Surgery, Term 1*
2010/2011 Christopher Frank, *Medicine, Term 1*
2010/2011 Peter Froud, *Oncology/Hematology, Term 1*
2010/2011 Elizabeth Grier, *Family medicine, Term 1*
2010/2011 Cherie Jones-Hiscock, *Psychiatry, Term 1*
2010/2011 Melanie Jaeger, *Medicine, Term 1*
2010/2011 Heather Ostic, *Family Medicine, Term 1*
2010/2011 Ken Reid, *Surgery, Term 1*
2010/2011 Peggy Robertson, *Family Medicine, Term 1*

2010/2011 Rene Allard, *Anesthesiology, Term 2*
2010/2011 Henry Averns, *Rheumatology, Term 2*
2010/2011 Angela Cheung, *Medicine, Term 2*
2010/2011 Linda O'Connor, *Family Medicine, Term 2*
2010/2011 Louise Rang, *Emergency Medicine, Term 2*
2010/2011 Peggy Robertson, *Family Medicine, Term 2*

2010/2011 Paul Dungey, *Emergency Medicine, Term 2B*
2010/2011 Roy Ilan, Internal Medicine, *Term 2B*
2010/2011 Waitak Kong, Medicine, *Term 2B*
2010/2011 Arawn Therrien, Family Medicine, *Term 2B*
2010/2011 Diane Lu, Medicine, *Term 2B*

2010/2011 Peter Ellis, Neurosurgery, *Term 2C*
2010/2011 B. Farnell, Surgery, *Term 2C*
2010/2011 Rupa Patel, Family Medicine, *Term 2C*
2010/2011 Stephen Steele, Urology, *Term 2C*
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2010/2011 Roy Ilan, Internal Medicine, Term 2C
2010/2011 Linda O'Connor, Family Medicine, Term 2C
2010/2011 Sanjay Ramachandran, Family Medicine, Term 2C
2010/2011 Gavin Shanks, Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Term 2C

E-Ward
2010/2011 Jason Booy, Medicine
2010/2011 Jonathan C. Lau, Medicine

PAIRO Excellence in Clinical Teaching Award
2010/2011 Diane Lu, Family Medicine

PAIRO Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching by a Resident
2010/2011 Russell Lam, Pediatrics

 Resident Prize for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching
(Department of Surgery)
2010/2011 Russell Lam, Pediatrics

W. Ford Connell Award for Excellence in Teaching
2010/2011 Christopher Smith, Internal Medicine

~ School of Nursing ~

Nursing '84 Award for Excellence in Nursing Education
2010/2011 Laurie Gedcke-Kerr

Reddick Award for Excellence in Nursing Education
2010/2011 Year 1 Vinay Singh
Year II Linda Robb-Blenderman
Year III Laurie Gedcke-Kerr
Year IV Melissa Raby

~ School of Rehabilitation Therapy ~

Blue Star Award for Teaching Excellence
2010/2011 Megan Edgelow, Occupational Therapy
2010/2011 Elizabeth Sled, Physical Therapy
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Faculty of Law

Law Students’ Society (Sessional) Special Lecturer Award
Winter 2010  Bernie Adell
Fall 2010    Blair McKenzie

Law Students’ Society Teaching Excellence Award
Winter 2010  Darryl Robinson
Fall 2010    Erik Knutsen